Our experienced team of manufacturing consultants:

Er. S. Sanyal,
Head, Tea Processing and Manufacturing Advisory Department, TTRI, TRA
Mail: s.sanyal@tocklai.net; Contact: 9435713464

Dr. P. Tamuly,
Head, Biochemistry Department, TTRI, TRA
Mail: p.tamuly@tocklai.net; Contact: 9435095018

Mr. R. C. Gogoi,
Tea Taster, Tea Processing and Manufacturing Advisory Department, TTRI, TRA
Mail: r.gogoi@tocklai.net; Contact: 9435050301

Terms and Conditions:

- The enclosed form (Format for requesting visit by TRA Manufacturing consultants) should be filled and mailed to the Director, TRA at director@tocklai.net.
- The date of visit may be finalised on mutual convenience.
- Cost of transport and local hospitality has to be borne by the garden.
- An amount of Rs.……………… will be charged per visit.
- The amount may be deposited by cheque in favour of Director, TTRI or by Electronic transfer at account no. 436920976 with Indian Bank, Jorhat having IFSC code IDIB0001011.
Tea Research Association
Tocklai Tea Research Institute, Jorhat, Assam

Service Highlights

- Quality of tea is the outcome of synergy in field and factory. TRA with its field and Tea Manufacturing Advisory Services can advise to integrate both ends
- Equipped with chemical, organoleptic and sensory evaluation, manufacturing advisory related activities from TRA will be more scientific and reliable
- TRA is perfectly poised to take up the responsibility and is in the unique position to serve the industry to the utmost satisfaction
- The TMAS team blends the skill and experience of research engineer, biochemist and tea taster for improving and/or maintaining quality during manufacturing
- TMAS team will be supported by the TRA team on other aspects of tea cultivation when required

Our Expertise to help you

TRA has been providing need based solutions on all aspects related to field management through its Advisory network. Consumer awareness and expectations being on the rise, the industry is becoming more and more conscious about quality. Hence, skill in handling machines, management and control of process parameters, intelligent application of conventional and non-conventional techniques, etc. in the factory are steadily gaining importance. Thus, demand for consultation/advice on manufacturing is also on the rise.

In-depth knowledge on the scientific validation behind every processing step is key to successful and practical manufacturing consultancy. TRA being the only institute of its kind in India backed by theoretical, practical and scientific knowledge on process technology, processing machines, tea chemistry and tea tasting, it is in the unique position to serve the industry to the utmost satisfaction. Currently, the Tea Processing and Manufacturing Advisory (TP&MA) department and the Biochemistry department of TTRI, TRA are involved in R & D on tea processing and processing machines with focus on future compatibility, e.g.

2. Optimize quality of Green, Oolong or Specialty tea from the region.
3. Smart management of leaf low on fine count.

Therefore, the Tea Manufacturing Advisory Service (TMAS) team, comprising of members from these departments, is perfectly poised to visit factories on request and extend satisfactory service to

- Suggest guidelines for improving quality.
- Provide target oriented manufacturing strategy.
- Carry out tailored services.
- Give you an edge on tea quality.

Format for requesting visit by TRA Manufacturing consultants

(To be mailed to director@tocklai.net)

1. Name of Garden : 
2. Address : 
3. Contact details (e-mail) : 1.
4. Contact details (telephone/mobile) : 1.
5. Specific problem (Mention only the focus area) : 
6. The problem in brief (Mention your observations on the problem) : 
7. Any other problem(s) that you might like to suggest for the consultants to look into during the visit : 1.
2.

We accept the terms and conditions mentioned by TRA in connection with visit of the Manufacturing consultants. We agree to pay their transportation cost on actual. We have deposited an amount of Rs........................................ by ............................................................. to TTRI, TRA for the visit.

............................................................

Name:
Designation:

(Signature & Date)